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Computationally Efficient Monitoring
of PON Fiber Link Quality Using

Periodic Coding
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Abstract—We investigate experimentally and via simula-
tion, the monitoring of fiber link quality in a PON using op-
tical coding technology. We discuss design issues for peri-
odic coding and the optimal detection criteria. We develop a
reduced-complexity maximum-likelihood sequence estima-
tion (RC-MLSE) algorithm. We conduct experiments to vali-
date our detection algorithm using four periodic encoders
that we designed and fabricated. Error-free detection is con-
firmed for encoders with separation as small as 1 m. Using
the experimental data for the encoder impulse responses,
we conduct Monte Carlo simulations for realistic PON geo-
graphical distributions with randomly located customers,
again with error-free detection. We investigate the effect of
coverage area and network size (number of subscribers) on
the computational efficiency of our algorithm. We provide a
bound on the probability that any given network will cause
the algorithm to take exorbitant time to monitor the net-
work, i.e., the time-out probability. Finally, we highlight the
importance of averaging to remedy the powerÕloss budget
limitations in our monitoring system to support higher net-
work sizes and longer fiber reaches.

Index Terms—Detection probability (PD); Maximum-
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE); Network
monitoring; Periodic coding; PON; Optical time domain re-
flectometry (OTDR).

I. INTRODUCTION

M onitoring of a passive optical network (PON) can sig-
nificantly reduce the operational expense (OPEX) for

both operators and customers and so plays an important
role in the deployment of future access networks [1–4]. The
growth of PONs (supporting more customers per fiber with
higher data rates and better quality of service) increases
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oth the importance and the complexity of network monitor-
ng.

Optical-time-domain reflectometry (OTDR) is efficient for
esting optical devices and monitoring of point-to-point
PTP) networks [1]. For the installation and maintenance of
ree architecture PONs, testing of each distribution drop fi-
er (DDF) segment separately requires the OTDR be run
rom the remote node to the customer premises and vice
ersa. OTDR is less suitable for centralized monitoring (i.e.,
rom the central office rather than the remote node) of point-
o-multipoint (PMP) networks like fiber-to-the-home
FTTH) PONs [1,4]. The backscattering signal of each
ranch in a PMP network is partially masked by that of the
ther branches.

A few solutions have been proposed to adapt the standard
TDR to a PON, among which the most well-known is the

echnique based on reference reflectors [1,4]. A reference re-
ector at each branch end provides information on the in-
egrity of that branch. The technique is not viable when
ranches are located very closely or at the same distance;
hus drops are required to have distinct lengths. While fea-
ible at system installation, this approach is unmanageable
uring incremental expansion and routine maintenance. As
he network size increases, the reliability and manageabil-
ty of this technique decreases.

In [5], we introduced a modified optical code division mul-
iplexing (OCDM) scheme for centralized monitoring of
ONs that is architecture agnostic. The reference reflector

s replaced by a coding mirror. The multiple reflections from
ubscribers are distinguishable by proper decoding, and cus-
omers no longer need to be connected to the central office
CO) with unequal fiber length. The geographical distribu-
ion of the customers has significant impact on the perfor-
ance, and we developed a Monte Carlo simulation that

tatistically averaged over subscriber locations [6].

We analyzed optical orthogonal codes (first proposed for
oded data) for the monitoring application, examining both
ne-dimensional and two-dimensional codes [6,7]. In [8] we
eveloped codes better adapted to location detection (instead
f using codes developed for data detection), whose implan-
ation costs were also significantly reduced from those stud-
ed in [5–7]. These new, simple, and cost-effective codes were
eriodic in nature. While [8] examined these codes to ex-
lore the autocorrelation and cross correlation, in this paper
e examine optimal detection algorithms that far outper-

orm correlation for periodic codes (PCs).
2011 Optical Society of America
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A. Principle of Operation

Our monitoring system is illustrated in Fig. 1. A U band
(i.e., 1625–1675 nm devoted for PON monitoring [1,2]) short
pulse with peak power Ps and duration Ts is transmitted
through the feeder and split into N subpulses at the remote
node (RN). Each pulse is encoded and reflected back to the
CO by a dual-function device: a coder and mirror that we re-
fer to as a coding mirror (CMn, n=1, . . . ,N) [5]. Note that
the monitoring signals are carried on �m while the data
wavelength is �d in Fig. 1. Each DDF is terminated by a CM
with a unique code and is located physically close to the op-
tical network terminal (ONT). The CO monitoring equip-
ment receives the accumulation of all sequences coming
from CMs. Information on an individual DDF is discernable
at the CO by exploiting the code structure.

Features of the encoded sequences could be used to assess
the link quality for individual fiber branches. For instance,
for a break in a DDF, no corresponding autocorrelation peak
is observed; similarly, the lack of autocorrelation peaks for
all CMs identifies a fault in the feeder [5]. Decreasing auto-
correlation indicates that the link between the central office
and the ONT is degrading. When all autocorrelation peaks
decrease, the problem originates in the feeder segment. In
practical PON installations, network segments consist of
bundles of fibers with different counts. When an external
event occurs (i.e., breaks or bends), all channels in that
cable are affected.

B. Periodic Coding

Periodic codes can be implemented using only two fiber
Bragg gratings (FBGs) written for the same waveband; the
first is partially reflective, while the second acts as a
frequency-selective mirror. By inserting a patch cord be-
tween the gratings, an optical cavity is formed [8]; see Fig.
1(b). A single incident pulse generates an infinite-length pe-
riodic sequence of multilevel subpulses from the cavity. A

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Optical-coding-based PON monitoring, (b)
the structure of the periodic encoder.
ode is determined by the number of silent pulse intervals
eparating the multilevel pulses, or equivalently the period
f the code, pn. The length �n patch cord determines the pe-
iod pn, which in turn distinguishes different users. For a
ulse width of Ts, the periodicity pn and �n are related by

�n = c
pnTs

2ng
, �1�

here c and ng are the speed of light and the fundamental
ode group index that determines the time of flight. The

rating pair is the same for all CMs and only their separa-
ion �n (equivalently the period number pn) changes with
he code. As explained in [8], the second grating of the en-
oder, tuned to reflect the monitoring wavelength, elimi-
ates the requirement for a separate wavelength selector
er subscriber to demultiplex the data band [5]. Periodic
Ms are small in size and easy to handle.

II. PERIODIC ENCODER DESIGN

This section focuses on the design of the gratings required
o make periodic encoders. Further details can be found in
8].

. Monitoring Wavelength

The most common wavelengths for out-of-band monitor-
ng are 1625 nm or 1650 nm [9–11]. At 1650 nm we have
igher sensitivity to macrobends than at 1625 nm, and more
trict isolation is required at 1625 nm as it is closer to the
ata band (L band, i.e., 1565–1625 nm). For these reasons,
he ITU-T recommends 1650 nm [1].1 Although 1625 nm has
et to be adopted in the standard, it is more economical and
eadily available than 1650 nm lasers. In our experimental
etup, we operate at 1550 nm due to equipment availability;
owever, coder design is valid at 1625 nm as well. Our ex-
erimental objective is capturing traces for our simulations.
he difference in wavelength should only affect attenuation,
hich is corrected in simulations to reflect values for
625 nm.

. Reflectivity

As explained in [8], to concentrate the total energy in a
ew reflected pulses (shorter codes) the grating reflectivities
re found to be R1=38% and R2=100% for all encoders. This
xes the transmission loss of the gratings, i.e., T1=2.1 dB
nd T2=�, respectively, in the wavelength interval around
he monitoring wavelength. Typical values of T2=50 dB can
e achieved via conventional FBG fabrication [9,11]. Again
ecall that all the encoders have the same specifications for
BG1 and FBG2. The implemented spectral characteristics
f the FBGs are given in Fig. 2.

. Bandwidth

In choosing the encoder bandwidth, d, we must take into
ccount: 1) the effect on the isolation of data and monitoring
ands and 2) the availability of bandwidth and spectral ef-
1International Telecommunication Union (www.itu.int)
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ficiency trade-offs. We can choose a rejection bandwidth d
that is spectrally efficient, so long as it also returns a large
portion of the energy from the source and is tolerant to some
source drift. While the U band is 50 nm wide, we may wish
to create several bands, either for monitoring or for other in-
formation bands. In our experiments we fix d=12 nm as a
reasonable compromise [11].

D. Fiber Length Optimization

Once the pulse duration, Ts, of the monitoring signal is
fixed, the length of the fiber joining FBG1 and FBG2 is de-
termined per Eq. (1). The pulse width thus impacts the com-
pactness of our encoders. It also impacts the sampling rate
required at the digital receiver. For our simulations and ex-
periments we have fixed Ts=1 ns, although other system de-
signers may seek another compromise.

For the results reported in this paper, we generate codes
using the simple algorithm developed in [8] for code weight
(to w=4) and cross correlation. The periodicity of each code
pn �n=1, . . . ,N� determines the corresponding fiber length
�n per Eq. (1). Any desired number of codes can be gener-
ated. In Fig. 3, we plot the periodicity versus the network
capacity for a Ts=1 ns pulse. From this we can also read the
maximum required patch cord length for a given number of
subscribers. Periodic coding can support current capacities
of PONs as well as future expansion [1,2]. For a GPON with
N=32 branches, the first periodic code CM requires a �1
=0.6 m patch cord, while the last one requires a �32=8.3 m
patch cord. New CMs (for new subscribers) are simple to de-
sign and fabricate; hence our solution is flexible and scal-
able.

III. TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER CONSIDERATIONS

A. Transmitter Module

The transmitter module has a U band laser that launches
a short pulse of duration Ts into the network. For our simu-
lations we assume a 1650 nm monitoring wavelength [9–11]
and a light source sideband suppression ratio below −80 dB
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Experimental implementation of FBG1 and
FBG2 forming the periodic encoder.
or good data isolation [11]. The repetition rate Tr for pulse
ransmission is constrained by the distance between the CO
nd the farthest ONT. Repetition rates on the order of kilo-
ertz would be typical. Both direct and indirect modulation
chemes can be used to generate the U band monitoring
ulses. Experimentally, we consider an externally modu-
ated spectrum-sliced broadband light source (SS-BBS) op-
rating at 1543 nm. Note that a BBS has previously been
sed for the monitoring applications [12]. Direct modulation
ould incur lower losses and reduce cost.

. Receiver Module

All decoding functions are implemented in electronics fol-
owing simple photodetection, as seen in Fig. 4. No program-

able optical decoding is required, significantly reducing
he cost (and size) of receivers as compared to other optical
oding solutions. In previous proposals, the CO needs pro-
rammable optical decoders or a bank of all-optical decoders
o decode the signal of each decoder [5–7]. By implementing
he decoding in electronics, we obviate this expensive, com-
lex, and bulky all-optical module. In addition, electronic
rocessing reduces power insertion and decoding loss [8].
he sampling rate is determined by the pulse width. For our
hoice of Ts=1 ns, gigahertz sampling is required. The
nalog-to-digital converter (ADC) should provide good quan-
ization (8–10 bits per sample) for our detection algorithm;
uch ADCs are a mature, commercially available technology.

Digital signal processing will accomplish multiple func-
ions. First among them is the averaging of received wave-
orms for noise reduction [13]. As no training sequence is
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used, the processing must perform pulse synchronization.
These functions are not addressed in this article, as we focus
on fiber fault detection beginning in the next section.

IV. DECODING ALGORITHM FOR ERROR-FREE DETECTION

Detection requires information on encoder impulse re-
sponses, network loss budget, and characteristics of the
transmitted pulse. We assume this information is known.
Our detection algorithm has three objectives:

1) Fault detection: identify the presence or not of all sub-
scribers without prior knowledge of subscriber loca-
tion (i.e., fiber length between the remote node and the
subscriber location).

2) Network discovery: estimate the fiber length of each
subscriber.

3) Channel condition monitoring: estimate signal fea-
tures for each subscriber.

The primary mission (objective one) is to identify un-
healthy subscriber lines; a binary decision is made for each
subscriber. The secondary mission is to gain information on
the quality of each subscriber line. For this, the estimation
of the subscriber position (or equivalently the fiber length) is
essential so that signal processing can be directed at this
portion of the returned signal. At a minimum, objective two
will provide information on signal strength. Additional sig-
nal processing can be used to determine additional features
and accomplish the third objective, although this is not ex-
plored in this article.

A. Maximum-Likelihood Sequence Estimation

Optimal detection of a single subscriber coded signal in
additive white Gaussian noise requires a simple matched
filter or correlator. Due to the simultaneous presence of mul-
tiple subscriber signals, the optimal detection algorithm
must consider all possible states of the network before de-
ciding whether each particular subscriber signal is present
[14]. The received signal must be compared in turn with an
expected return signal for each possible network configura-
tion; this constitutes a classic maximum-likelihood sequence
estimation (MLSE) algorithm. A network configuration re-
fers to the presence or not of a subscriber signal, as well as
the lengths of fiber between the remote node and each sub-
scriber.

The search space of the MLSE algorithm depends on 1)
network size (number of subscribers), 2) coverage area
(maximum fiber length from remote node to subscriber), and
3) sampling rate of the monitoring system (samples per
pulse duration). Even moderate values of network param-
eters yield an exceedingly large search space. For example,
a PON with only N=4 subscribers with a maximum fiber
run of �l=12.6 m (500 m2 coverage area) and a receiver
sampling rate of Rs=1 Gsps requires 1264 comparisons for
MLSE.

A brute force algorithm for MLSE is prohibitively com-
plex, especially as network size grows. The most commonly
employed algorithm for MLSE is the Viterbi algorithm that
associates a finite state machine with the sequences to esti-
mate. The Viterbi algorithm exploits the state transitions to
liminate at each symbol interval sequences with low prob-
bility that need not be retained for consideration. The Vit-
rbi algorithm is not only less computationally complex, it is
lso very efficient in terms of memory usage. The continuous
ransmission of symbols whose values are influenced by pre-
eding symbols (as with intersymbol interference and for-
ard error correction) can be described by a finite state ma-

hine and is therefore compatible with the Viterbi
lgorithm.

Not only is the Viterbi algorithm applicable only to finite-
tate Markov systems, the transition probabilities should
lso only depend on the corresponding transition states. For
ur monitoring application, constructing the Markov system
s very difficult due to the random distribution of the cus-
omers in the network. In addition, the complexity of the
tate diagram depends on network size, sampling rate, cov-
rage area, and symbol size. For instance, for an eight cus-
omer network using periodic coding technology, the corre-
ponding state diagram has more than 200 states.
herefore, the Viterbi solution is not appropriate for our
ON monitoring application.

Note that the reduced memory requirements for the Vit-
rbi algorithm are due to the processing of sequences at
ach symbol interval and retention of only potentially “win-
ing” sequences. This is an extremely powerful and impor-
ant aspect of the Viterbi algorithm for data communica-
ions. The PON monitoring problem is very different. For
onitoring we need to use signal averaging to improve the

ignal-to-noise ratio, as is common in OTDR methods [13].
or this reason, memory is reserved for the sampled return
ignal; moderate delay for averaging and processing (milli-
econds to seconds) is acceptable for this application. There-
ore the MLSE algorithm can process the entire sampled
ignal return without an overhead for memory. We next
resent an algorithm for MLSE computation that is adapted
o the PON monitoring problem and to periodic codes in par-
icular [14].

. Reducing MLSE Complexity for PON Monitoring

There are two characteristics of the PON monitoring re-
urn signal that we will exploit to accelerate the MLSE. As
n the Viterbi algorithm, we seek to eliminate low probabil-
ty network configurations, so that only highly probable con-
gurations need be compared in the MLSE search. The first
haracteristic we will exploit is the correlation distance of a
articular code in the network, and the second is the struc-
ure of the periodic codes.

The correlation distance of a code is defined by

lCD
�n� =

pnTs�w − 1�c

ng
, n = 1, . . . ,N, �2�

here pn is the periodicity of the corresponding code and
−1 is the number of periods between the first and last

ulse [6]. Only subscribers whose fiber lengths differ from
hat of user n by less than lCD

�n� may potentially interfere with
ser n. The geographical distribution of the ONTs will im-
act the number of subscribers falling within this correla-
ion distance.
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Due to the correlation distance, in PON monitoring we ex-
pect that only a relatively small subset of subscribers will
contribute to multiple access interference (MAI), in contrast
with data communications, where all active subscribers con-
tribute to MAI. In our algorithm we will process signals in
the order of increasing MAI. Signal returns without inter-
ference will be identified first and eliminated from the sub-
sequent searches. Signals with one interferer will be identi-
fied next, etc. The periodic structure of the codes allows for a
simple test for the presence of a code. Once a single pulse
has been identified, we search in time to see whether other
w−1 pulses are present at time intervals corresponding to
the code period under test. We will use a digital sliding cor-
relator to identify possible locations for specific subscriber
returns.

C. RC-MLSE Algorithm

The algorithm can be divided in two parts as illustrated
in Fig. 5. The first part uses N parallel sliding (matched-
filter) correlators of the periodic codes to generate our test
statistic. Interference-free subscribers are detected and lo-
calized without requiring an MLSE search. This step deter-
mines the uncertainty space for MLSE searches of remain-
ing subscriber status and location. The second part performs
a serial search on possible status/locations; at each itera-
tion, progressively more computationally complex searches
are made.

We make the following definitions. We have N codes with
periodicities �pn� corresponding to N subscribers; �pn� is the
length of the nth code; the Nth code is the longest code; and
a vector of length Ns is formed from the sampled return.

Identifying Interference-Free Users
1) Run N simple (digital) sliding matched-filter correla-

tors against the sampled return signal. Each sliding
correlator outputs a vector C� n with a one as an ele-
ment if the correlator output exceeds a threshold, i.e.,
if it is possible that code pn begins at that time sample.
• For vectors C� n with Hamming weight zero the nth

subscriber line is declared faulty.
• The vectors C� n with Hamming weight one (with only

one nonzero element) are identified.
� The fiber length to subscriber n is deduced from

r

RC�MLSE Search

feed
forw

ard

status

S

physical
locations

L

C1Code 1

C2

CN

peak
detection

Identifying interference�free subscribers

Code 2

Code N

digital sliding
correlators

received

m1 codes identified,
clamping

identification &
localization of

interference�free
subscribers

1. identify isolated vectors with at most
i subscriber interfering together

2. construct candidate signals at each
possible signal starting point

3. compare candidates to received
signal in time window to find best
match

n1 = N –m1 remaining

data

Fig. 5. (Color online) Reduced-complexity MLSE algorithm.
the position of the nonzero entry in vector C� n.
� The nth link is declared healthy and its location

is noted.
� The nth code is removed from the set of codes to

be searched, so it is not considered in future
iterations.

2� Find among (the now reduced set of) vectors C� n any
window of length 2�pn� where only C� n (and no other
C� n) has a single nonzero element, i.e., an isolated
peak.
• The nth fiber length is deduced from this window; it

is declared healthy and its location is noted.
• The nth code is removed from the set of codes to be

searched.

Iterative RC-MLSE Search

At iteration i, the remaining collection of ni� �1, . . . ,N�
ectors C� n are examined to form the mutual interference
atrix �MIMi�. Recall that an individual subscriber j may
ave many “false positive” hits in the vector C� j. This matrix

ndicates where subscribers may possibly overlap.

The MIMi is an ni�ni matrix; each row (column) corre-
ponds to one of the remaining ni subscribers to be localized
hrough the MLSE search. Entries of the MIM are binary. A
ero entry �ah,k=0� indicates no mutual interference be-
ween the subscribers represented by the hth and kth row/
olumn. MIM is a symmetric matrix by construction. The di-
gonal entries are by definition 1. In the minimum
nterference case, MIM is an identity matrix. For the highly
nterfering case, MIM is a unitary matrix, i.e., ah,k=1 for all

and k.
1) The matrix MIMi is formed from the remaining uni-

dentified subscribers.
2) The MIMi is examined to identify all sets of i subscrib-

ers that interfere only among one another.
• If no such sets exist, i is incremented.
• If such sets exist, for each set an exhaustive search

algorithm is executed for the set; for each set,
� a candidate signal is generated for each nonzero

position of the correlator output for each sub-
scriber in the set,

� all possible combinations of candidate signals are
combined to produce a collection of candidate re-
ceived vectors,

� the candidate received vector closest to the mea-
sured received signal r� is declared the winning
combination of candidate signals,

� the detected subscribers are removed from the
set of codes to be searched at the next iteration.

3� The algorithm continues looking for increasingly
larger sets of mutually interfering users. Once such
sets are no longer identifiable, an exhaustive search is
made of the remaining unidentified C� n.

. Challenges of the RC-MLSE Algorithm

Clearly the RC-MLSE offers significant computational
avings by exploiting the PON monitoring environment and
eriodic code structure. Analysis is problematic as the com-
lexity is a function of the geographic distribution of sub-
cribers. Bounds on the performance are addressed in Sec-
ion VI. In the next section, we validate our algorithm
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experimentally, testing a severe case where up to four sub-
scribers are virtually collocated; the difference in fiber
lengths is minimal. As we will see, the RC-MLSE algorithm
detects and localizes all four encoders, enabling live, in-
service PON monitoring.

The clamping threshold (in the first stage of the algo-
rithm) can be fixed under normal healthy conditions. When
new subscribers are added, the uncertainty in the threshold
increases. The receiver can determine numerically (via it-
eration) the correct threshold by gauging performance on
already-known subscribers. Similarly, an iterative approach
would be necessary to set the threshold on a new network
installation. Thus we anticipate that computation require-
ments would be greater at network setup as opposed to
steady state. The increase, however, would be linear in the
number of thresholds tested.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

We fabricated four periodic encoders having the descrip-
tion given in Section II. Typical FBG characteristics are
given in Fig. 2(b): a d=12 nm rejection bandwidth centered
at 1550 nm. Using code weight of w=4 and cross correlation
of one, we produced codes with periodicity of p1=6 �60 cm�,
p2=7 �70 cm�, p3=13 �130 cm�, and p4=16 �160 cm�. We ex-
cluded the code with periodicity of 1 due to difficulty in fab-
rication.

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 6. The setup
has two main sections, the central office and a network of
four subscribers with distinct CMs. For experimental conve-
nience, the monitoring source is a BBS with optical band-
width of 40 nm. The BBS is filtered (spectrally sliced) by a
narrowband tunable filter with a 0.2 nm optical passband.
The filtered BBS is preamplified by an erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA). A Mach–Zehnder (MZ) external modula-
tor is used to generate the monitoring pulse with duration of
Ts=1 ns �1 GHz�. The MZ is driven with a repetition inter-
val of 500 �s.2 To compensate the loss of the MZ we postam-

2This corresponds to unambiguous reception for a maximum dis-
tance of 50 km between the CO and CMs.

Receiver

BBS

Tunable
Filter

Ts =1 GHz

Transmitter

PD

Computer
Software

0.2 nm

Central Office

MZM

circulator

Tr= 2 KHz

Real Time
Oscope

Sampling &Averaging

EDFA 1.2 nm

Pre-Amplification Post-Amplification

EDFA 1.2 nm

1.2 nm

Filter
2 GHz

Fig. 6. (Color online) Experimental setup for t
lified the modulated signal. Optical filters are used after
DFAs to suppress the amplified spontaneous emission

ASE) noise.

Using the setup in Fig. 6, in Fig. 7 we plot the time do-
ain response of the encoders to the 1 ns probe pulse. The

enter wavelength of the monitoring source was tuned for
he best possible impulse response and in our case it was
m=1545.3 nm. As is illustrated, the multilevel codes are
early identical except for differences in code period. The
C value of each code does vary slightly due to variations in

he grating spectra and contributions from the filtered ASE.
n particular, the impulse response of the encoders is very
ensitive to the reflectivity of the first grating.

The maximum transmitted power was kept low enough
ot to induce any fiber nonlinearity. The monitoring pulse is
ent to the network using a circulator; a 20 km roll of fiber
lays the role of feeder, and a 1�4 coupler serves as the RN.
he fibers to each home are of roughly equal lengths (within
5 cm as seen in Fig. 7) corresponding to a very dense PON.
ote that due to the round trip of the monitoring pulse

hrough the network, the total loss is 2�20 km
0.2 dB/km (feeder) + 2�6 dB �splitter�=20 dB. A real-

ime oscilloscope sampling at 10 Gs/s was used to capture
he measured trace. The oscilloscope provides both sampling
nd averaging.

Recall that filtering a BBS increases the relative intensity
oise (RIN) [13]. As a result, our monitoring light source suf-
ers from significant RIN. We were able to use averaging to
ffectively remove the RIN of the source; the RIN power was
educed by 24 dB for averaging over 256 traces. Similar re-
uctions are experienced in beat noise, shot noise, and ther-
al noises. Our measurement is therefore interference lim-

ted. Averaging is an important strategy even in
eployments that will use a coherent source, as discussed in
ection VII.

Figure 7(e) shows the total received signal when all four
ncoders are connected to the network. For a 17 ps/km·nm
ispersion factor, the total amount of dispersion is 136 ps
0.2 nm optical bandwidth), which is negligible compared
ith the transmitted pulse width.

. Simulation Results

The data captured in Fig. 7(e) was sent to our RC-MLSE

20 km

To the network:
RN, ONT

Extremely Dense
Network

Maximum separation of 50 cm

1by4

Periodic
Encoder

splitter
RN

From the
network

feeder
Probe pulse

monitoring of a high-density 4 customer PON.
he
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algorithm. While having encoders (equivalently subscribers)
less than a meter apart is not realistic, this represents a
worst-case scenario in that the probability of interference is
high. In a larger network, close proximity may occur for a
subset of subscribers; hence we tested experimentally this
extreme case in our detection algorithm. Our RC-MLSE al-
gorithm correctly determined the fiber length to all CMs to
within a pulse width (1 ns or ±10 cm).

These experimental results were also used as realistic
traces of individual returns (i.e., taking encoders returns
one by one). These returns were used in our simulator of
larger, more realistic networks. Using the measured traces
for the encoder impulse responses from our experimental
setup, we completed Monte Carlo simulation (105 realiza-
tions) over a 104 m2 coverage area. The subscriber locations
followed a uniform radial (UR) distribution [6]. In all cases,
we were able to detect and localize correctly all encoders;
error-free detection was achieved �PD=1�.

VI. IMPACT OF COVERAGE AREA AND NETWORK SIZE

The previous experimental validation confirmed that for a
given network topology with four users we were able to de-
termine to very fine accuracy the positions of all subscribers
without a priori information other than knowledge of the
codes. Clearly even the exhaustive MLSE algorithm could
have been used for this or any configuration; some configu-
rations, however, would require exorbitant calculation
times. In this section we seek to quantify the efficiency of
the RC-MLSE algorithm as a function of network size and
coverage area. It is not enough to be efficient on a specific
configuration; we would like to have confidence that any
configuration encountered could be monitored in a reason-
able processing time.

We begin by presenting statistics on the effectiveness of
the first part of the RC-MLSE algorithm. If most subscribers
will not experience interference, our algorithm will have an
easy time. What happens when there is heavy interference?
This is addressed in a section on the time-out probability,
the probability that our RC-MLSE algorithm will not pro-
duce estimates for all users during a set time limit. We run
Monte Carlo simulations to bound this probability as a func-
tion of coverage area and network size, N.

We will see that the threshold for the sliding correlators

p1=6ns

p2=7ns

p3=13ns

p4=16ns

9ns (�l = 45cm)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

total received sequence

time [ns]

Fig. 7. Experimental traces of (a)–(d) isolated subscribers and (e)
when all four subscribers are present; signals averaged over 256
traces to reduce noise.
ill play a large part in the time-out occurrence. For prob-
ematic installations (that small percentage of installations
hose geographical distribution causes the RC-MLSE algo-

ithm to time out) we will propose a variable threshold.
herefore we begin with a brief discussion of the threshold
etting.

. Impact of the Threshold

The impact of the coverage area will be twofold. The
maller the coverage area, the more tightly packed the sub-
cribers, and we expect more interference. However, for
arger coverage areas we will also see resurgence in the in-
erference due to the thresholding effect. As explained in
ection IV, the threshold after the sliding correlator is ad-

usted to detect the autocorrelation peak of all encoders. The
arthest subscriber determines the maximum height of the
hreshold. A lower threshold will lead to more false positive
its in the clamped correlator vectors �C� n�. Therefore, in-
reasing the coverage area causes more perceived interfer-
nce and needless searches in the second stage of the RC-
LSE algorithm.

Let �l be the maximum possible separation between the
N and a subscriber. The size of the coverage area will, of
ourse, impact �l. Assuming a uniform radial distribution of
ubscribers, we have �l=�Area /� [6]. In the following, we
nvestigate the effect of coverage area (parameterized by �l)
nd network size �N� on the efficiency of our proposed algo-
ithm.

. Percentage of Interference-Free Customers

We performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations to
ather statistics on the RC-MLSE algorithm. We fixed the
overage area and network size per Table I. For 106 itera-
ions, we randomly draw a location for each subscriber as-
uming a uniform radial (UR) distribution [6]. Using experi-
ental traces from Section V we constructed a received

ignal and run the first section of our RC-MLSE. We record
he percentage of interference-free subscribers and report
he results in Table I.

For small network sizes, increasing the coverage area im-
roves the percentage of interference-free users. However,
or very large coverage areas the threshold is lowered, so
ectors �C� n� contain more nonzero entries. The uncertainty
number of candidate locations) per user increases and

TABLE I
ERCENTAGE OF THE USERS IDENTIFIED AS INTERFERENCE-
REE FOR DIFFERENT NETWORK SIZES �N� AND COVERAGE AR-

EAS ���l2� FOR RS=1 GHZ

Network Size �N�

8 16 32 64

Coverage Area ���l2�
�km2�

0.01 96% 82% 18% 1%
0.1 99% 98% 77% 11%
1 99% 99% 96% 72%

10 99% 98% 89% 58%
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fewer users are identified as interference free. Consequently
more users pass to the second stage of the RC-MLSE search.

C. Time-Out Probability �PTO�

A reduced-complexity search is required to identify cus-
tomer locations in a timely manner. The processing time
should be limited to at most a few minutes to detect faults
and validate new installations without undue delay. This
value is somewhat subjective; however, clearly there is some
limit to tolerable processing delay.

In the previous section we quantified the efficiency of our
algorithm by determining with what frequency exhaustive
searches in the second stage were required. In this section
we quantify the processing delay of the second stage. We de-
fine a time-out to be a network realization that would result
in processing time exceeding 2 minutes in our Matlab imple-
mentation of the RC-MLSE algorithm.

The time-out probability is a complex function of the code
correlation, network size �N�, coverage area (or �l), sam-
pling rate �Rs�, processor speed (PC, FPGA, or DSP), algo-
rithm implementation, and the specific choice of the accept-
able processing time �TTO�. We fix several of these
parameters (TTO=2 min, Rs=2 Gsps, 2.3 GHz dual core
Pentium) and use Monte Carlo techniques to estimate an
upper bound, PTO, to the time-out probability. Details of the
estimation method are provided in Appendix A.

Figure 8 shows the simulation results for the upper bound
of the time-out probability PTO versus the maximum sepa-
ration length �l for different network sizes. The estimate is
based on 105 Monte Carlo trials. As can be seen, �l has a
similar effect on PTO as it does on the percentage of
interference-free users. For both very high network densi-
ties (left side of the plots) and very large coverage areas
(right side of the plots), PTO is high. Moderate values of the
coverage areas result in minimal PTO. For very small cover-
age areas, the interference is very high; so the uncertainty
per user is high; this results in a very large search space and
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Time-out probability �PTO� versus the maxi-
mum separation length between the customers ��l� for different
network sizes.
igh PTO. Increasing the coverage area reduces the interfer-
nce probability and more users are identified as interfer-
nce free. Consequently, the search space reduces and PTO
mproves significantly for moderate coverage areas. For very
arge coverage areas, the threshold adjustment leads to an
ncrease in cases of suspected mutual interference. In this
egion, the search space increases and directly degrades
TO. In Fig. 8 we have identified two regions that are prob-

ematic: to the left an interference-dominated region exists,
hile to the right is a region we call threshold limited.

From Fig. 8, we see that for an N=8 customer PON, PTO
s high only for very large �l ��l�5 km�. For N=16, PTO is
igh for both very small and very large �l; for moderate val-
es of �l, PTO is minimal. Note that for practical coverage
reas (such as �l=1 km) and a 16 customer network, no
ime-out is observed [15].

. Variable Threshold to Counteract Time-Out

Recall that no prior information about the customer geog-
aphy is used in our proposed algorithm. In fact, the only in-
ormation is the maximum separation length �l. Therefore,
ncreasing �l increases the uncertainty about each customer
ocation. However, in practical PON deployment, customers
re typically distributed in different geographical tiers.
ach tier supports a local grouping of subscribers. Depend-

ng on the deployment technology, tiers are separated from
ach other from 2 to 6 km.

For tiered deployments, information about the network
onfiguration, such as relative distance between tiers or the
roximity of some users to the CO, can greatly reduce the
ime-out probability. Subscribers in different tiers can be
istinguished in the total received monitoring signal by
heir corresponding separations in physical distance. Hence,
nstead of processing all the monitoring data, a window re-
ated to a specified tier is processed separately and indepen-
ently from the others. The thresholds would be determined
ndependently, with significant improvement in the time-out
robability.

VII. LOSS BUDGET LIMITS: IMPORTANCE OF AVERAGING

As mentioned earlier, due to the round-trip path of the
onitoring pulses, the insertion loss of passive elements is

oubled, imposing strict limitations on the total loss budget
f our monitoring system. In particular, a higher number of
ustomers leads to higher splitting ratios at the RN and a
ore critical power/loss budget. For instance, for a 16 (32)

ustomer PON, the total insertion loss only due to RN split-
ing is 24 �30� dB.

Note that increasing the transmitted power to mitigate
he loss budget increases nonlinear effects and cannot be
mployed without restraint. To avoid nonlinear impair-
ents the launched power should be kept smaller than ap-

roximately 10 dBm for a single-mode fiber. Our strategy for
igher loss budget costs relies on signal averaging. By aver-
ging, i.e., repeating the measurement many times, we re-
uce noise and increase our signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [13].
he dynamic range and sensitivity of the monitoring re-
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ceiver significantly increases. As we are monitoring and not
transmitting data, the temporal overhead for averaging is
not burdensome.

When employing signal averaging, the measurement be-
comes interference limited; quantum-limited detection is
achieved. Consequently the minimum detectable power is
limited only by detector dark current. Therefore, the moni-
toring receiver is able to detect very small powers compa-
rable to dark current. As an example, consider a CO that
uses a PIN detector with 1 nA dark current and unitary re-
sponsivity [13], a total 10 dBm launched power for the moni-
toring signal, and a modulator with infinite extinction ratio.
In this case, the DC current in the absence of monitoring
pulses is 1 nA, with a minimum detectable power of 1 nW.
Now consider a 10 dB margin for the received monitoring
pulse power compared to the dark current DC level; i.e., set
the minimum acceptable power for monitoring the pulse to
10 nW. The total permissible (round-trip) loss is 60 dB.
Thus we are able to support high network sizes such as 32
(30 dB loss at the RN) with long fiber lengths such as 20 km
(12 dB loss). Recall that the loss/budget can be further im-
proved by using high-gain avalanche photodiodes (APDs)
with very low dark currents [13].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we experimentally investigated optical-
coding-based PON monitoring. We addressed the design is-
sues of recently proposed periodic encoders, fabricated
them, and used them for fiber link quality monitoring of a
PON. Four customers at extreme proximity, simulating a
high-density PON, were examined in our experiments. We
developed a reduced-complexity maximum-likelihood se-
quence detection (RC-MLSE) algorithm that distinguishes,
detects, and localizes each encoder in the network. The mea-
sured data were fed into our algorithm. All users were
detected/localized correctly, demonstrating error-free detec-
tion performance. We discussed the coverage area impact on
the efficiency of our proposed algorithm. We simulated the
performance of our algorithm in terms of time-out probabil-
ity. Our simulation results validate our algorithm in detect-
ing and localizing all encoders. The importance of averaging
is also highlighted to remedy the loss/budget limitations.

APPENDIX A

TIME-OUT UPPER ESTIMATION VIA MONTE CARLO

SIMULATION

To explain in detail our estimate of the time-out probabil-
ity reported in Fig. 5, we begin by examining the perfor-
mance of the second stage of our algorithm in Matlab, ver-
sion 7.6. The time of calculation is a function of the size of
the received vector, r�, and the number of candidates r̂� to be
examined. The size of the received vector can be parameter-
ized by �l, i.e., the larger the coverage area, the longer the
received vector. For several �l, we find the maximum num-
er of r̂� that can be searched without a time-out, Rmax��l�.
e ran simulations on an Intel dual-core CPU operating at

.13 GHz with 2 GB RAM.

During the mth iteration of the second stage, a recon-
tructed return signal is calculated for subsets of mutually
nterfering subscribers. The statistics of these subsets are
ifficult to ascertain. Therefore we use a worst-case bound
o find the time-out probability. We assume that during the
th iteration, all m users must be examined in the exhaus-

ive search. Let the random variable ui �i=1, . . . ,m� be the
umber of candidate locations (time indexes) per user to be
xamined by the MLSE search. These candidates �ui� are ex-
racted from the clamped correlator output vectors �Cn� � dur-
ng the first stage. As we assume all subscribers are mutu-
lly interfering, the second stage would need to calculate
1�u2� ¯ �um candidate r̂� to compare with r�.

To estimate the time-out probability we run Monte Carlo
rials to determine with what frequency u1�u2� ¯ �um
xceeds Rmax��l�. A coverage area is fixed, a network is gen-
rated randomly, and the vector r� is constructed and passed
hrough the bank of correlators. From the correlator output
ectors �Cn� � we find �ui�, compute u1�u2� ¯ �um, and
ompare it to Rmax��l�. This gives us the time-out probabil-
ty �PTO� as a function of coverage area.
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